
Are you leaving strokes out?
This page provides another close look at common faults. A scooped ‘u’ is a legacy from uncorrected print in the
early years. It seems odd that this writer cannot see how both his ‘u’ and ‘s’ are holding him back. It should be
easy to show this particular writer how much more easily his writing will flow for him, and how much better his
script will look. That is because some of his other letters are particularly well formed so you can start by praising
them. Exercises could be uy uy then up up and when he has mastered a half ‘s’ perhaps us us us. You or he
might enjoy working out a better sentence than ‘Put up your bus pass’! 

Another fault from the same cause is leaving out all the strokes in the rnm group. The pupil may laugh at the
wound/around confusion but it may not be so easy to alter all these letters in a not very mature script. The next
pupil has the same faults magnified by the attempts to join every letter. They both will need to practise the
sequences shown below until the movement feels more natural and they are convinced of its benefit. Then they
can try a sentence like ‘slamming my door jammed it’ or ‘winning a running race is fun’. Both
of them need to practise in separate letters before attempting to join.

The middle two appear more immature. That certainly does not apply to the bottom example – not that this will
make it any easier to deal with. He or she has the same fault but partially covers it up with a mature very fast
handwriting and may even think that truncated letters help to speed it up. You will have quite a job persuading
this writer of the benefits of alterations. Your best hope would be to avoid the criticism – even though the script
is nearly impossible to decipher. Remember, handwriting problems are not necessarily a problem of low
achievers, in fact they can have serious consequences for the high flying student.
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Are you leaving strokes out?

Letters that have a stroke missing are misleading. You must deal with them. This shows you how.

This ‘u’ cannot join properly because the final downstroke is missing.

The vital downstroke is missing from ‘r’. The word ‘around’ looks like ‘wound’.

The first stroke is left off ‘n’, ‘m’ and ‘r’ in ‘animal training’. The ‘m’ then looks like ‘n’.

No downstrokes on ‘m’ and ‘n’. More confusing still with small personal handwriting.




